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The modern corporate genetic theory is used to research the law of corporate 
behavior through genetics principles and methods. The corporate gene is the chief 
hereditary factor which can control the features of corporation. Researches of 
corporate gene are the base for researching corporate inheritance and the beginning 
for other researching of corporate inheritance. However, what is the essence of 
corporate gene? How genes affect corporate evolution? How to diagnose corporate 
gene? There have been dispute in these questions. Therefore, defining a clear concept 
of corporate gene, explaining the role of gene in corporate evolution and analyzing the 
advantages of disadvantages of corporate gene are not only have theoretical value, but 
also have great practical significance in the healthy development of Chinese 
corporate.  
In accordance with the above ideas, the paper is consisted of the following six 
chapters: 
In the first chapter, we gave a comprehensive account of the research background, 
research significance, the current status and lack of research, innovation and the lack 
of this article. 
In the second chapter, through the theory and methods learned in the business of 
genetic theories, we built a basic framework of the concepts of corporate genes. AT 
the basis of reading a great deal of literature, we re-defined the concept of corporate 
gene and corporate DNA, built a genetic concept of system. 
In the third chapter, drawing on relevant theories of evolutionary economics, we 
explained the meaning of the corporation evolution. By analogy with Evolutionary 
biology, we considered the corporation evolution mechanisms consist of corporate 
gene replication mechanism, corporate genetic mutation mechanism, corporate 
genetic recombination mechanism and corporate gene diagnosis mechanism, and then 
gave a detailed explanation of the four mechanisms. 
In the forth chapter, based on the opinion of natural evolution and organizational 
efficiency theory, we explained the reasons for the corporate heterogeneity and 
identified the most fundamental traits of corporation - corporate efficiency; and then 
we described the performance of corporate efficiency separately from the gene-level 















In the chapter fifth, we used DEA model carrying out empirical analysis to 
compare corporate efficiency between the Chinese-funded and foreign-funded 
property insurance corporations. Based on the analysis data, we can get the conclusion 
that the corporate efficiency of foreign-funded property insurance corporations is 
better than Chinese-funded ones. 
In the chapter sixth, based on the results of data analysis, we carry out medical 
examination and consultation for the gene of Chinese funded-property insurance 
corporations, identified the lack and defects of their gene, and then proposed 
suggestion to improve their corporate gene. 
The main innovation of this paper as follows: cleared the concept of corporate 
gene, built a concept system of corporate gene; proposed the concept of corporate 
characters, revealed the relationship between corporate efficiency and corporate 
characters, explained the genetic structure of enterprise efficiency, constructed a 
model of the genetic mechanism in the corporate efficiency; used DEA models to 
compare property insurance corporations’ efficiency in Shanghai by empirical 
analysis, quantitative analysis of the genetic advantages and disadvantages, and then 
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1.2  研究的现状与不足 















国内外很多学者从不同的角度提出了多种观点，使企业 DNA 理论逐渐完善。 




















司也有类似生物的遗传因子，称为公司 DNA。Baskin Ken 的企业 DNA 模型认为公
司特征是公司 DNA，包括公司程序和结构，是企业制度和文化的重要部分，这种
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